New Clan Logo
Each of Acorn's divisions spent last year establishing their identity and business direction. Now,
with the increasing success of the licensing business and the establishment of Acorn as one of the
leading players in the network computer market, we will be building on the Acorn name and brand.
As a result we have developed the Clan logo to make sure that is builds on the main Acorn brand.
Acorn is also producing a range of merchandise including new polo shirts and sweatshirts that carry
the Acorn logo in a reasonably discreet way. These will be available through Acorn dealers in the
coming weeks.
NetStation
In the next few weeks Acorn NetStation will become available through the Acorn Centres of
Technology and Acorn dealers. The specification for the first product is shown on the Acorn
NetStation datasheet enclosed, with the initial deliverable products being the Modem and Ethernet
variants. Full details of pricing and the service that will be included with the Acorn NetStation will be
posted on the Acorn Website, http://www.acorn.co.uk/ and will be covered in the Acorn press in the
normal way.
Additionally, you will see a couple of other datasheets enclosed with this pack. These relate to the
technologies that Acorn Risc Technologies is seeking to licence, to maximise the penetration of the
Acorn technology in the burgeoning Network Computer marketplace. This should give you some
indication of the possible ways in which this marketplace may develop in the near future.
For Your Diary
Following the fantastic success of last years Wakefield Show, preparations for this years show are
well in hand. Make a note in your 1997 diary, if you haven't already, Saturday/Sunday 17/18 May.
More details in the April Newsletter.
CASIO QV-10 Digital Camera
Open up your computer's eyes and a whole world of imaging potential with the brilliant Casio QV-10
Digital Camera. It is available now through your Centre of Technology and Acorn dealer. The Casio
QV-10 comes complete with an Acorn connection kit and software, to run with RISC OS 3.1 and
above, using the serial port for connection. A full specification is shown on the enclosed brochure.
The cost of the Camera, including connection kit and software is £410:00 including VAT.
GOOD NEWS, TRADE-IN DEAL CONTINUES
Due to the success you made of the Clan Christmas Bonanza, the Trade-In deal continues until
30 March 1997, (assuming Acorn Dealers can accommodate all the old junk). You can save £200
when you buy any Risc PC, trading in your old computer and joining Clan Acorn, (if you are not
already a member).

